
5346 wild bird mixture

supplementary mixture for all wild birds

• Varied mixture for all wild birds

• With high-quality seeds and grains

• Ideal for year-round feeding

Available packaging:

20 kg 4 kg 2 kg

Product description

Garvo has developed the 5346 wild bird mixture as a

supplementary mixture for all outdoor birds. The mixture is filled

with high-quality seeds, grains, and nuts suitable for any outdoor

bird. Thanks to the rich variety, regularly feeding this scattered

feed attracts many different bird species to your garden, including

blue tits, great tits, greenfinches, blackbirds, sparrows, robins, and

thrushes.

Scattered feed can be provided throughout the year. Feeding

birds outside is becoming increasingly important. Normally, they

find enough natural food, but due to drier periods, there may not

always be as much available in nature for birds. That's why it is

valuable to supplement the birds' diet. In winter, they need the

nutrients from the feed to keep warm on cold days. In spring, it

costs the birds extra energy when they form pairs and raise

offspring, so they can use some extras then too. Therefore, make

sure that once you have the 5346 wild bird mixture, you continue

to offer it and only stop when the birds can truly find enough food

to survive on their own.

Questions about this food?
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Feeding advice

• give 5346 wild bird mixture regularly in a bird house or on a

feeding tray

• complete the menu if need be with a piece of apple now and then

for the blackbirds

Composition:

wheat, millet yellow, dari red, maize cracked, turnip rape seed,

sunflowerseed striped small, dari white, sunflowerseed peeled,

buckwheat, sunflowerseed black, safflowerseed, organic acids

analytical constituents/kg

crude protein 11,3 %, crude fat 7,9 %, crude fibre 5,5 %, crude ash

2,3 %
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